
                                             Chapter one  

                                             First sight 

It was saturday the night before easter indeed the child couldn't sleep *his 

name was Tom*. He was so excited he couldn't wait for all that chocolate 

and candy coming his way. Tom was so caught up, he was daydreaming 

about chocolate when suddenly outside his window he saw a bright light. IT 

WAS THE..... easter bunny sneaking through the chimney delivering candy 

and sweets when Tom had an idea. Imagine this trapping the easter bunny... 

                                  Chapter 2 

                                  All the Choclate in the World 

His plan was there were two ropes. He always used to hang by his legs. So 

his plan was to grab the easter bunny and throw him on the ropes and make 

him give all the chocolate in the world. It was a simple plan but he needed to 

take action before the easter bunny escaped. He sneakily climbed out of his 

bed, he had to be careful as his floor was very creaky. 

 

                                   Chapter 3 

                                   Take Action 

He slowly walked down the stairs. The easter bunny was in the living room. 

The perfect spot, he quickly ran into the living room and lifted the easter 

bunny like a baby and ran to the rope the easter bunny tried to escape but he 

was no match for Tom's grasp and was quickly upside down on the rope 

hanging. Tom went to business straight away *I'll let you go if you give me all 

the chocolate in the world said Tom before he could even speak. WELL FIRST 

OF ALL LET ME GO said the easter bunny. No, replied Tom. 

Ok let me start here said the easter bunny I can’t just give you all the candy 

in the world it’s not that simple first of all if I did give you ALL THE CANDY IN 

THE WORLD. Tom lets out a giggle  THERE WOULD BE NOTHING LEFT! 

Suddenly Tom had a change of heart.  They made a deal Tom would let the 

easter bunny go if he could be the easter bunny too. It really worked both 



ways, the easter bunny was getting a helper and he was being let go! He 

almost instantaniously said yes and so it was they ran to the ship and poof 

they were gone. Tom's poor parents! 

   

                              Chapter 4  

 A Time for Adventure 

Once they were on the ship the easter bunny told the big plan. 

So there's a big chocolate monster that keeps coming into my factory on 

Easter Island and taking my magic chocolate supply so "we have to get rid of 

it or stop it from taking chocolate" said the Easter bunny. Oh I know said 

Tom I remember from a Christmas story that there’s a choclate factory in an 

other story located in Dublin Ireland Hansfield. And so it was that they 

started a road trip to the monster the Easter bunny, implanted a chip inside 

the monster so could follow it. 

They arrived 5 hours later they saw the monster far far away galloping and 

burping chugging magic chocolate. There was an epic fight started between 

Tom and the epic chocolate monster. Clashing noises can be heard but when 

the chocolate monster gave up Tom said this "stop stealing chocolate from 

the easter bunny we will tell you a different supply it is in Ireland Dublin 

Hansfield" 

And so it was, Tom returned home and found all the chocolate and sweets he 

wished for.  
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